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Disclaimer

Forward-looking statements
Certain statements made in this document constitute forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of
words such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “predict”, “assurance”, “aim”, “hope”, “risk”, “expect”, “intend”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, “believe”,
“plan”, “seek”, “continue”, or other similar expressions that are predictive or indicative of future events. All statements other than statements of
historical facts included in this document, including, without limitation, those regarding Atlantic Leaf Properties Limited’s (“Atlantic Leaf” or “the
Company”) expectations, intentions and beliefs concerning, amongst other things, the Company’s results of operations, financial position, growth
strategy, prospects, dividend policy and the industries in which the Company operates, are forward-looking statements. By their nature, forward-
looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are outside of the control of the Company
and its Directors, which may cause the actual results, performance, achievements, cash flows, dividends of the Company or industry results to be
materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. As such,
forward-looking statements are no guarantee of future performance.

Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company’s present and future business strategies and the
environment in which the Company will operate in the future, and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
results and performance to differ materially from any expected future results or performance, expressed or implied, by the forward-looking
statement. Among the important factors that could cause the Company’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from
those in the forward-looking statements include, among others, economic conditions in the relevant markets of the world, market position of the
Company or its subsidiaries, earnings, financial position, cash flows, return on capital and operating margins, political uncertainty, the actions of
competitors, activities by governmental authorities such as changes in taxation or regulation, changing business or other market conditions and
general economic conditions. Forward-looking statements should, therefore, be construed in light of such risk factors and undue reliance should
not be placed on forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this document and are not intended
to give assurance as to future results. The information and opinions contained in this document are subject to change without notice and, subject
to compliance with applicable law, the Company assumes no responsibility or obligation to update publicly or review any of the forward-looking
statements contained herein.

Atlantic Leaf accepts no responsibility for any loss, of whatever nature, that may arise from use of the information in this presentation or your
reliance on any of the information contained in this presentation, including without limitation any forecast financial information provided, and in
no event will Atlantic Leaf be liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or
damage whatsoever arising from loss of profits arising out of or in connection with the use of this presentation or the information contained
herein. Atlantic Leaf cannot accept any responsibility for any damages or loss arising directly or indirectly from the use of this presentation and
the information contained herein.

General notice
This document is for your information only. Nothing contained in this document is intended to constitute investment, legal, tax, accounting or
other professional advice. You should consult with an appropriate professional for specific advice rendered on the basis of your situation.
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Executive summary
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 Seeking to raise new equity capital of £20m (R340m) (the “Capital Raise”)

 Atlantic Leaf Properties Limited (“Atlantic Leaf”) has exchanged contracts to acquire an attractive 
warehouse asset tenanted by DHL Supply Chain (“DHL”) at a purchase price of c. £29.5m 
(R502m), and has a pipeline of suitable properties which management are pursuing 

 As part of the Capital Raise new shares will be issued at NAV per share of £1.07 (R18.19) 

 The UK market is currently characterised by attractive debt rates with longer repayment terms

- DHL indicative debt terms: rate 2.4%, 100% fixed for 5 years, at a 55.7% LTV

 DHL provides a cash-on-cash return of c. 9.3% (pre-fund level costs and after income tax)

 Vukile Property Fund has committed a minimum of c. £10.0m (R170m) toward the broader 
capital raise (as part of a vendor consideration placement)

Raise £20.0m

(R348 m)

Strengthen tenant 
mix, long WAULTs and 
asset management 
opportunities

Grow distribution 
yields, consistent 
strategy and 
improved visibility

 The DHL and pipeline properties all tenanted by blue chip companies with strong credit ratings

 DHL has an contractual rent review in Dec 2019 (which will increase asset yield to over 7.0% and 
pre-fund level cash-on-cash return to c. 10.7%) 

 Long combined WAULT across all pipeline properties of between 8.7 – 19.8 years

 All the pipeline properties have attractive upward only rental reviews in the medium term

 These transactions underpin the final FY2017 distribution and contribute positively towards 
growing earnings and distributions in FY2018 (and beyond)

 Atlantic Leaf has contracted to sell our Wombourne asset at an attractive exit price, 
demonstrating managements ability to realise value for shareholders (see slide 9)

 Move to main board of the JSE expected shortly after the General Meeting scheduled for 28 Oct 
2016 

Notes: (1) All rand amounts calculated using GBP/ZAR exchange rate of R17.00 as at 20/10/2016



Provide shareholders with growing 
distributions

Continue to take advantage of the UK’s 
attractive property and debt environment

Portfolio consisting primarily of
industrial and office properties

Atlantic Leaf’s strategy
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Atlantic Leaf’s strategy focuses on investing in quality property assets while

continuing to be agile in the current market in order to deliver growth for shareholders

Quality portfolio Attractive market fundamentals Distribution growth

• Strong tenants (and rental covenants)

• Relatively long unexpired leases (WAULT)

• Contractual rental uplifts (in near to 
medium term)

• Asset management opportunities

• Asset values continue to hold firm

• Attractive rental growth achievable relative 
to UK inflation

• Low fixed debt rates achievable

• Positive carry allows for high cash-on-cash 
returns

• Impact of Brexit carefully considered on all 
transactions

• Aim for 5% - 7% year-on-year distribution 
growth against the backdrop of the UK’s 
low inflation (currently below 1% p.a.)

• Earning accretive acquisitions

• Asset management activity

• Stable and relatively low cost base



UK property market
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• The current level of the ZAR/GBP exchange rate provides an 

opportunity for SA investors to access UK properties with attractive 

yields that still offer strong property fundamentals

• Cautious recovery as limited supply, a low interest rate environment 

and attractive yields continue to fuel the UK investment market

• Despite political and economic concerns, occupier and investment 

demand as well as income and capital growth continue to show value 

in industrial and logistics sector

• Strong property fundamentals supported by location, covenant and 

lease duration to drive investor demand

• Property transactions are currently characterised by limited conditions 

(bank funding, capital raise etc) and are completed in relatively short 

timeframes – often as short a period as 6 weeks from start to 

completion

Investment volumes (£’billions) ¹

Compression in prime industrial yields ²

¹ Property Data Ltd
² Cushman and Wakefield

* Mid – September only

Post-Brexit uncertainty and supportive investment fundamentals create opportunities
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Transaction background
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As part of a continued strategy to grow shareholder equity through incremental acquisitions Atlantic Leaf

is seeking to raise up to £20.0 million as part of an accelerated bookbuild

Summary of opportunities:

Note: (1) Deemed “very low risk”, based on credit scores provided by various credit agencies (all of which were in the lowest risk category) and in-line with management sentiment
(2) Including all transaction, property transfer and capital raising (debt and equity) costs
(3) All rand amounts calculated using GBP/ZAR exchange rate of R17.00 as at 20/10/2016

Contracted: Credit rating 1 Location (UK) Rental p.a. / sq. ft. Next rent review WAULT NIY Value 2

DHL (Industrial) Very Low Risk Prestonbrook, Runcorn £1.83m £2.81 2019: £3.15 per sq. ft. or market 8.3 yrs 6.2% £29.5m

Transaction pipeline:

Opp 1 (Office) Very Low Risk West London £1.9m £13.10 2021: CPI with 3% cap + 0% collar 12.0 yrs 7.5% £25.4m

Opp 2 (Office) Very Low Risk North West £0.4m £22.11 2021: higher of 2% or market 19.8 yrs 6.2% £5.8m

Opp 3 (Office) Very Low Risk North West £0.9m £18.42 2020: higher of Market or RPI 8.7 yrs 7.3% £12.5m

• Management have contracted in relation to DHL and are pursuing a number of other potential acquisitions (summary details of the most 

promising included above)

- Sellers in the UK property market require purchasers to have cash to contract and the time to complete can be as short as 6 weeks –

we therefore do not expect any material cash drag on funds raised – cash raised will allow Atlantic Leaf to contract and be competitive 

on pipeline opportunities

• The DHL acquisition and the pipeline properties all underpin Atlantic Leaf’s strategy of acquiring assets that enhance our portfolio and 

contribute towards growing earnings and distributions

• Management are confident of contracting on at least one of the pipeline opportunities in the near term

- Atlantic Leaf is therefore seeking to raise up to £20m (R340m 3) of new capital through an accelerated bookbuild (the “New Equity”)

• The New Equity, transaction related debt (@ 50% – 55% LTV) and the sale of Wombourne provide Atlantic Leaf with capacity to acquire total 

assets in excess of £50.0m (which includes the DHL acquisition of £29.5m)



Rationale – Why these assets?
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High quality tenants:

DHL

• DHL Supply Chain is a subsidiary of Deutsche Post DHL Group, a leading global logistics group

• CreditSafe awarded DHL a credit rating of 84 / A, which translates into “very low credit risk”

• Rental well below market with a medium term opportunity to review at market related rates:

- Current rental £2.81 per sq. ft.

- Estimated rental value (ERV) £3.50 per sq. ft. 

- Contractual minimum rental revision £3.15 per sq. ft. (Dec 2019)

• Expect return on assets to revert to in excess of 7.0% at the rental review in December 2019

Other 
opportunities

• Tenants all have strong credit ratings 1

• Relatively long leases, with WAULTs ranging from 8.7 years up to 19.8 years

• Expected to be earnings accretive

• Provide sector and tenant diversification 

The DHL acquisition, together with the transaction pipeline, will enhance Atlantic Leaf’s overall portfolio in different ways and 

each have strong underlying property fundamentals

EPS Targets:

• Atlantic Leaf released forecast financials in anticipation of the move to the JSE Main Board, including target DPS of 8.5p and 8.9p 

for FY2017 and FY2018 respectively

- The DHL acquisition and the transaction pipeline underpin the final FY2017 distribution and contribute positively to growth 

in earnings and distributions in FY2018 (and beyond)

- Released forecasts are based on Atlantic Leaf’s position prior to any proposed transactions

Note: (1) Deemed “very low risk”, based on credit scores provided by various credit agencies (all of which were in the lowest risk category) and in-line with management sentiment



Transaction debt funding
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Indicative transaction debt characteristics:

DHL

• Debt indicatively priced at c. 2.4%, fixed for 5 years

- Reflects the credit strength of DHL

• Well below Atlantic Leaf’s earlier deals, benefiting from current low base rate in the UK

Other 
opportunities / 
Current debt 
market

• Indicative interest rate levels are currently very attractive and contribute to strong cash-on-cash returns

- Current market spreads on 5 year debt between 2.0% - 2.4% (as low as 1.6% on 3 year debt)

• On the basis that we can secure an acquisition from our current transaction pipeline, these transactions will be 
earnings accretive

Current market provides significant positive carry on higher quality assets

Pro Forma debt facilities:

Property Existing Portfolio DHL Wombourne 1 Pro forma Portfolio 4

Senior debt (£’m) 135.9 16.4 (6.7) 145.6

Ave. term remaining (years) 3.2 5.0 3.8 3.4

Ave. floating rate 3m LIBOR + 1.9% n/a 2 3m LIBOR + 2.25% 3m LIBOR + 1.9%

Ave. fixed rate 3.2% 2.4% 4.2% 3.1%

Portion hedged 70.4% 100.0% 75% 73.5%

Ave. effective interest rate 3.3% 2.4% 3.8% 3.2%

LTV 51.5% 55.7% 62.4% 3 51.5%

Notes: (1) Debt settled as a result of the Wombourne sale (4) Pro forma debt excludes any debt on pipeline opportunities
(2) Debt being arranged from a debt fund - 100% fixed
(3) Portion of the sale proceeds are being used to reduce additional portfolio debt not directly linked to Wombourne



Sale of Wombourne
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The sale of Wombourne at an attractive price demonstrates management’s ability to realise value and adds support

to the valuations of Atlantic Leaf’s remaining portfolio

LONDON

Wombourne

Geographic location:

• Exchanged contracts for the sale of Wombourne at a sale price of c. £11.3m

• Represents an attractive exit IRR of over 32.0%

• Management believe that it was an opportune time to sell and that the asset is 

unlikely to realise a better relative price in the short to medium term

- Atlantic Leaf bought in at a NIY of c. 7.2% and has secured an exit at c. 6.25%

• Demonstrates not only management’s ability to realise value but also supports 

our view that market fundamentals remain strong

• The sale allows Atlantic Leaf to redeploy funds in stronger assets, to clear out 

expensive debt and raise new debt on more attractive terms

- Current funding in relation to Wombourne was priced at 3.84% (75% fixed)

- Cash-on-cash returns of DHL and pipeline opportunities notably higher

• Profit on sale of c. £800K will add to reserves but unlikely to be part of 

distribution (Profit on sale not subject to capital gains tax)

Background to original transaction:

• Acquired as part of the British Capital portfolio in 
March 2015 at a purchase price of £9.1m

• Rental uplift to £5.8 per sq. ft. from £5.0 per sq. ft. 
achieved at last rental review 

- Management believe there is limited scope for 
further rental (and value) uplift



Transaction highlights
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Long-term income coupled with asset management opportunities and future earnings growth

1

2

Attractive cash on cash returns

3
Provides diversification to the existing portfolio through investment in a single-tenanted 
property with a long unexpired lease period

4 Sale of Wombourne property at an attractive price demonstrates ability to realise value

5 Transactions structured to facilitate swift deployment of capital raised directly into property



Atlantic Leaf at a glance

Offshore property company aiming to achieve attractive GBP yields of c. 8.0% per annum (on NAV)
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Growth in Property Assets Under Management Historical distributions (pence per share)

Key Property Portfolio Statistics 1

Notes: (1) All “Post” figures include the acquisition of the DHL property, the sale of the Wombourne property and a generic asset (Value - £20m, GLA - 125,000 sq. ft, NIY - 7.5%, WAULT - 10 years)
(2) All rand amounts calculated using GBP/ZAR exchange rate of R17.00 as at 20/10/2016
(3) Based on forecast DPS for full year of 8.5p
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Pro forma property portfolio
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Property portfolio Existing Portfolio
Pro forma
Portfolio 1

No. of properties 47 48

Total GLA (sq. ft.) 3,608,200 4,253,934

Total GLA (sq. m) 335,213 395,203

WAULT (years) 12.5 11.94

Annual rental income (£’m) 19.1 21.7

Property yield (ungeared) 7.26% 7.17%

The proposed acquisitions provide diversification while still maintaining Atlantic Leaf ‘s
key investment attributes

Legend:

Booker Epwin Inspirepac Cannock Wombourne

St. Helens (McB) Brecon Redditch St Helens (P&H) Nuneaton

Newcastle Coventry Greenock DHL Prestonbrook Pipeline Opportunity
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Composition by value (£)

Existing portfolio Pro forma portfolio

100% = £302.9m100% = £263.6m
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Composition by GLA (sq. ft.)
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Notes: (1) All “Pro Forma” figures include the acquisition of the DHL property, the sale of the Wombourne property and a generic asset (Value - £20m, GLA - 125,000 sq. ft, NIY - 7.5%, WAULT - 10 years)



Capital raise details
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Salient details of the proposed capital raise

Capital being raised £20m

Issue price (excluding 4.2p dividend)
£1.07 per share (current NAV)

R18.19 per share 1

30d VWAP R18.45 (20 October 2016)

Premium / (Discount) to 30d VWAP 1 (1.4%)

New shares issued 18.8m 2

Current issued shares 123.9 m

Portion of shareholding post issue 13.1%

Committed capital c. £10.0 million

Commitment fee
Up to 1.0% of capital, subject to 
commitment of R50m (£2.9m)

Shareholder make-up post capital raise 

Notes: (1) All rand amounts calculated using GBP/ZAR exchange rate of R17.00 as at 20/10/2016
(2) Assumes 80% of shares issued benefit from the 1.0% commitment fee, and excludes shares issued to APIL in terms of the Property Services Agreement (see Appendices)

28.0%

22.4%

7.5%

7.1%

5.6%

5.0%

3.5%

3.0%

2.9%

2.8%
2.7%

2.6%
7.0%

Sentinel Retirement Fund (28.0%)

Vukile Property Fund Limited (22.4%)

Vukile (New Shares) (7.5%)

Visio Capital Management (7.1%)

Available new shares (5.6%)

Atlantic Property Investments Ltd (5.0%)

LCIP (Pty) Ltd (3.5%)

Sanlam Investment Management (3.0%)

Coronation Fund Managers (2.9%)

Eskom Pension & Provident Fund (2.8%)

Absa Asset Management (2.7%)

Mazi Capital (2.6%)

Other (7.0%)

29.9%



Conclusion and way forward
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Attractive opportunity for investors to participate in the growth of Atlantic Leaf

a Issue price at NAV

a Earnings accretive acquisitions

a Clear and immediate use of proceeds

a Continue to scale and diversify our portfolio

Key dates

Exchange of contracts 21 October 2016

Open accelerated book build 27 October 2016

Close accelerated book build 28 October 2016

Submit listing application 31 October 2016

Ex-div date SEM / JSE 1 November / 2 November 2016

New shares trade 9 November 2016

Property transfer 25 November 2016



Contact details
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Atlantic Leaf

Paul Leaf-Wright
T: +27 21 657 1180
E: paul@atlanticleaf.mu

Shaun Fourie
T: +27 21 657 1192
E: shaun@atlanticleaf.mu

General enquiries E: info@atlanticleaf.mu

Website www.atlanticleaf.mu

Leaf Capital

Stuart Murless
Primary contact for book build

T: +27 21 657 1749
E: stuart.murless@leafcapital.co.za

Simon Berrangé
T: +27 21 657 1753
E: simon@leafcapital.co.za

Lauren Lorenzi
T: +27 21 657 1199
E: lauren@leafcapital.co.za

mailto:paul@atlanticleaf.mu
mailto:shaun@atlanticleaf.mu
mailto:info@atlanticleaf.mu
http://www.atlanticleafproperties.mu/
mailto:stuart.murless@leafcapital.co.za
mailto:simon@leafcapital.co.za
mailto:lauren@leafcapital.co.za


Appendices



Property details – DHL
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Salient Features of target property

Purchase Price £29.5 million

Location Prestonbrook, Runcorn

Tenant DHL Supply Chain Ltd (“DHL”)

Tenant credit rating Very Low Risk 1

Annual rental £1.83 million

Rent / sq. ft. £2.81 (min review uplift - £3.15 in 2019)

Net initial yield 6.20%

Cash on cash yield 9.3%

Lease expiry December 2024 (8.3 years)

Indicative bank funding terms

Proposed debt £16.4 million (LTV – 55.7%)

All-in cost of debt 2.4% - Fixed for 5 years

Target fixed portion 100%

Geographic location

LONDON

DHL Prestonbrook

Note: (1) CreditSafe rating of 84 / A deemed “very low risk” and in-line with management sentiment



Property details (Contd…)
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Site area 30.2 acres (49% site coverage)

Net internal area 651,409 sq. ft.



Company profile
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Company
name

 Atlantic Leaf Properties Limited

Incorporation
 Mauritius, 11 November 2013

• (Cat 1 Global Business License)

Offices

 London:

- financial & asset management, deal sourcing

 Mauritius:

- financial management and admin

Listings

 Primary listing on both the Stock Exchange of 

Mauritius (SEM) and AltX of JSE (dual primary listing)

 Move to the JSE Main Board in November 2016

Market cap  £137.7m / R2.34bn (at 20 October 2016)

Targeted
assets

 Primarily industrial and commercial properties in UK 

and selected developed markets

 Asset management fee of 0.5% of gross assets under 

management1 paid to external management company

 Transaction fee of 0.5% of gross transaction value 1, capped at 

£150k per transaction and only applicable until Atlantic Leaf’s 

total assets reach £500m

 Management contract may be terminated with 3 months’ notice 

with no cancellation / internalisation fee

 Atlantic Leaf bears all direct costs related to its corporate life, 

including regulatory, listing, non-executive directors costs etc.

 Management company is provided an incentive to grow net asset 

value through a funded carry to a maximum of 5.0% of equity and 

limited to 25m Atlantic Leaf shares

– Funding is currently provided by Atlantic Leaf (at a rate of 

12m LIBOR + 3.0%, approximating Atlantic Leaf’s average 

cost of debt)

Salient features of Property Services Agreement (PSA)

Notes: (1) On listing the management fee was set at 0.8% but subsequently revised to 0.5% from 1 May 2015 and a transaction fee of 0.5% of the gross transaction value incorporated
(2) All rand amounts calculated using GBP/ZAR exchange rate of R17.40 as at 14/10/2016



This document is not, nor is it intended to be, any financial, investment, trading, tax, legal, accounting, actuarial or other professional advice (“advice”). Atlantic Leaf Properties Limited (“Atlantic Leaf”), 
their agents and affiliates, are dealing with you exclusively on the basis that you have sufficient knowledge, experience and/or professional financial, tax, legal and other advice to undertake your own 
assessment of the information.

The views in this document are those of Atlantic Leaf and are subject to change, and Atlantic Leaf has no obligation to update its views or the information in this document. This document does not aim 
to notify you of any possible risks, direct or indirect, in undertaking a transaction  and counterparties should ensure that they fully understand and obtain professional advice in respect of the terms of 
the transaction, including the relevant risk factors and any legal, tax and accounting consideration applicable to them, prior to transacting.

The information contained in this publication has been obtained from sources that Atlantic Leaf believes are reliable but we do not represent or warrant that it is accurate or complete. The information 
may be based on assumptions or market conditions and my change without notice. Market fluctuations and changes in exchange rates may have an effect on the value or price of investments. Past 
performance is not a guide to future investment performance. 

This document is confidential and the recipient may not distribute it to other persons without prior written consent of Atlantic Leaf. 

Distribution of this information may be restricted by law and persons who come into possession of this document should seek advice on and observe any restrictions. 

Neither Atlantic Leaf nor any of its affiliates or agents accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential damages or loss arising from any use of or reliance on this documentation 
or its contents.

No proposal put forward in this document is intended to be binding upon Atlantic Leaf or any of its affiliates or agents whether by way of agreement, representation or otherwise. Atlantic Leaf will not 
be obliged to carry out any proposals or fulfill any terms mentioned herein. All terms hereby proposed are subject to, among other things, obtaining the necessary mandate appointment for Atlantic 
Leaf, completion of due diligence as required and execution of the documentation.

Level 3, Alexander House

35, Cybercity, Ebene 72201

Republic of Mauritius

T: +230 403 0800

E: info@atlanticleaf.mu

W: www.atlanticleaf.mu


